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This is an interesting account of the experiences and life lessons of Sattish Ghoghre,
a seasoned and respected IR professional. Written in a very readable style, the book
emphasis the importance of a balance between firmness and fairness and the
importance of the human touch in any successful relationship. It is required reading
for anyone who wants to understand the nuances of worker-management interaction
in Indian industry.
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Dear Sattish,
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This is the journey in times when Industrial Relations in India was a tough situation. The
workers were powerful. The unions were even more powerful and gheraos and violence were
the norms of the day. In this kind of a turbulent environment of change begins the journey of
a young man starting to walk on a path which would wind up in making him, a teacher.

The book reads like a story, but a different kind of a story. Here names of individuals in
leadership roles larger than life become real. The stories speak of the context of the country,
speaks of the events of strikes and violence, shares the troubled times of an industrial growth
of India and how a lone journey of one industrial relations career moves on. The author
weaves the story of his life with that of the organisation. The author’s idealism and
determination surfaces as the winner.

I have witnessed Mr. Ghogre’s sensitivity to the issues and to the organisation. And behind the
tough stance Mr. Ghogre could experience the fragilities and vulnerabilities of the union, the
individuals helplessness as well as the power and the strength of the union as well as the
management. This comes through very vividly in the narration. The historical narration is
absorbing and the author surfacing in his new role in interesting.

This book will be of immense value to the students of HR as well as the Industrial Relations.
The book will be of historical value to scholars of business and manufacturing of the era of the
sixties to the nineties. Scholars will read it as a resource and the students will read it as if the
history has come alive. Readers will experience it as a journey of a human being in search for
meaning of the work he is doing. Finding satisfaction at the end of the work life is indeed a
fulfillment.

Indira J. Parikh

President, ANTARDISHA
Former Founder President, FLAME UNIVERSITY
Former Founder President, IIM Ahmedabad
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It gives me great pleasure to send you the following message for your book:

QUOTE

There is nothing more inspirational than compelling stories that bring powerful experiences to
life.

My good friend, colleague and fellow-traveller Sattish Ghogre has done an outstanding job of
using narratives from his own long, rich and varied experiences in the wonder-world of
industrial relations to weave a magical tapestry that will provide extraordinarily valuable
insights and food for thought for leader and managers. This book traverses a journey of
turbulent times, powerful leaders, strikes, violence and one man’s efforts to make sense of
complex situations without sacrificing his own values and ideals.

Speaking the truth is not an easy thing to do, but Sattish does it remarkably well – and because
it comes from his own deep experience covering decades and multiple situations across
industries, this book will stand out for a long time to come. It reads like a novel, and I found it
difficult to put it down once I started reading it.

Highly recommended for serious students and practitioners who deal with the art and science
of human relations.

UNQUOTE

Warmest regards & best wishes,

Rajeev Dubey
Group President (HR & Corporate Services)
& CEO (After-Market Sector)
Member of the Group Executive Board
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I read with great interest, your book with anecdotal experiences that you
encountered in your long career in HR, across a wide range of industries
from pharmaceuticals to automobiles.

This book will provide a lot of valuable learning to many professionals in the
industry.

I wish your book is a great success.

Regards,

M.A. Chandavarkar
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Foreword

Mr. Sattish Ghogre has been a successful practitioner of Industrial Relations

and with his flair for writing he has shared his experiences of last almost four

decades which is fine combination of theory and practice. Since he is sharing his

personal experiences, there is bound to be reflection of personal anecdotes. It is

followed by analysis which makes it more relevant and interesting for practitioners.

It has always been a testing ground for Industrial Relations professionals whenever

one switches over the organization. Both the sides, i.e., management and trade

unions test a person through and through. But that exactly is the learning

experience. Mr. Sattish Ghogre narrates this with a rare ability to relate this in a

broader context of Industrial Relations. I personally feel that this has been a ‘must’

reading for every student and practitioner of Industrial Relations. I appreciate a

sense of responsibility on the part of Mr. Sattish Ghogre who has done the

balancing act – with a clear message that the creative Industrial Relations approach

is far more necessary than just the textbook approach of Industrial Relations. The

standard solutions may not work in real-life situations. That precisely is the reason

that it is a good textbook for both the practitioners and students as well.

Director,
Late Narayan Meghaji Lokhande
Maharashtra Institute of Labour
Studies, Parel, Mumbai - 400 012.



Jh;qr lrh’k f’kokthjko ?kksxjs ;kauh xsyh 40 o”ksZ vkS|kSfxd laca/k o ;qfu;u-ekyd laca/k ;k {ks=kr dke dsys vkgs o xsyh
vusd o”ksZ eh R;kaps gs dke Hkkjrh; dkexkj lsuspk v/;{k Eg.kwu toGwu ikfgys vkgs-

efgUnzk vWUM efgUnzk-QkEkZ bfDoiesaV lsDVj ;k daiuhps ,pvkj gsM ;k inko:u fuoR̀r >kY;kuarj Jh- lrh’k ?kksxjs ;kapk
vpkud eyk ,d fnol nqj/ouh vkyk o rs eyk Eg.kkys dh ekÖ;k vkS|kSfxd laca/kkP;k vuqHkokoj eh ,d iqLrd fyfgr vkgs] R;kph
izLrkouk vki.k fygkoh v’kh vkxzgkph fouarh R;akuh eyk dsyh o eh R;kl gksdkj fnyk- ;k iqLrdkyk izLrkouk fyfg.ks gk eh ek>k
cgqeku letrks-

dkexkj {ks=k’kh rlk dkgh laaca/k ulrkauk 1977 yk R;kauh ák {ks=kkr inkZi.k dsys- pkGhl o”kkZP;k dkjfdnhZr ex
izsldkl] ,Q-Mh-lh-] xksnjst ok efganzk vlks Hkkjrh; dkexkj lsusP;k ts”B usrs dS- nRRkkth lkGohaiklwu brj loZ inkf/kdkÚ;ka cjkscj
vkf.k rlsp ekÖ;kcjkscj toGpk laca/k vkyk] uOgs vkeps ijLij eS=h o ftOgkG;kps laca/k izLrkfir >kys-

Hkkjrh; dkexkj lsusps eqG mf/n”V ^mRiknu] f’kLr o xq.koRrk* ákyk /k:u cÚ;kp m|ksxkr vkEgkyk ,desdkaP;k lgdk;kZus
vMh-vMp.kh ok vkFkhZd ladVs ákaoj ;’kLoh ekr djrk vkyh-

vkS|kSfxd laca/k EgVys dh dqBsrjh o d/khrjh O;oLFkkiu o dkexkj la?kVuk ;kauk Vksdkph Hkwehdk ?;koh ykxrs o r.kko
fuekZ.k gksrks- r’kh osG vkEgk mHk;rkaoj cjsp osGk ;soqu lq/nk O;olk; o m|ksx fVdo.;klkBh rlsp dkexkjkaps fgr tiwu ,d loZekU;
lqo.kZ e/; lk/k.ks Qkj egRokps vlrs vkf.k R;klkBh O;oLFkkiu vkf.k la?kVuk ákae/khy ijLij laca/k] fo’okl vkf.k lOkkZaps fgr ti.kkjs
fu.kZ; ?ks.ks Qkj vko’;d vlrs] vkf.k gÓk ijLij ukR;keqGsp T;k daiU;kar Hkkjrh; dkexkj lsuspk rlsp ek>k oS;fDrd laca/k
R;kapscjkscj vkyk R;k m|ksxkr lkSgknZiw.kZ okrkoj.k tiwu dkexkj o dkj[kkU;kph izxrh lk/k.;kr vkEgkyk ;’k vkys-

;k iqLrdkP;k ek/;ekus cÚ;kp dkexkj] dkexkj usr`ZRo o gÓk O;olk;kar vl.kkÚ;kauk Jh- ?kksxjs ;kaP;k iznh?kZ vuqHkokP;k gÓk
xks”Vh:ih iqLrdkus loZ (Stakeholder) ps fgr tiwu dkexkjkaph oS;fDrd izxrh o fodkl lk/k.;kl R;kp cjkscj dkexkj la?kVuk o
O;oLFkkiu ;kaP;kr lkSgknZiw.kZ okrkoj.k fuekZ.k d:u izxrh djrk ;sbZy-

vktP;k tkxfrdhdj.k] f’kFkhyhdj.k o [kktxhdj.kkP;k vkfFkZd ;qxkr Hkkjr ljdkjP;k uohu vkfFkZd vkS|kSfxd /kksj.kkeqGs
dkexkj la?kVukapk psgjkeksgjk cnyyk vkgs- lkeqnk;hd lkSnsckthps fnol vkrk ukfgr- R;k,soth nsok.k-?ksok.k d:u dkexkjkaP;k ekx.;k
lksMoY;k tkr vkgsr-

dkj[kkuk varxZr vlysyh ;qfu;uph o dkexkjkaph izfrfu/kh vlysyh dfeVh ;kaP;k’kh [ksGhesGhus laokn lk/kwu ekx.;k
lksMfo.;kr rs okdcxkj vkgsr- dkexkj o ;qfu;u ;kauk fo’oklkr ?ks.ks vktP;k ;qxkr vko’;d vkgs ;koj Bke fo’okl vkgs-
Jh- ?kksxjs ;kaph iqLrdkrhy Hkk”kk vks?korh o okpdkauk letsy v’kh vkgs-

dkexkj] ;qfu;u iq<kjh o dk;ZdrsZ] ,pvkj eWustj o vkS|kSfxd laca/kke/;s dke dj.kkjk odhyoxZ ;k lokZauk gs iqLRd mi;qDr
Bjsy o R;kauk ;k iqLrdkrwu ekxZn’kZu feGsy vls eyk okVrs-

vkS|kSfxd laca/k] dkexkj-ekyd {ks= o ;qfu;u-ekyd laca/k ;k fo”k;koj fyfgysyh iqLrds Qkj deh vkgsr- R;keqGs ;k {ks=krhy
yksdkaph xjt gs iqLrd Hkkxosy v’kh eyk vis{kk vkgs- okpdkauk dkgh rRos xks”Vh:ikus letkoyh vkgsr o dkgh fVIl~ fnY;k vkgsr-
;keqGs iqLrd okpuh; rj >kys vkgsp i.k rs okpdkauk izsj.kknk;h Bjsy vlk eyk fo’okl vkgs- R;kaP;kdMs ys[k.khps dlc vkgs-
vkf.k ,o<Ókoj R;kauh Fkkacw u;s vls eyk okVrs-

ek>s Lusgh Jh- lrh’k ?kksxjs ;kauk vkiys vuqHko] fopkj ij[kMi.ks ekaMY;kcíy eh R;kaps vfHkuanu djrks o lq;’k fparhrks-

lq;Zdkar egkfMd

v/;{k

f’kolsuk miusrs o ek- vkenkj



Raison d’être
Having spent nearly four decades in this profession of Industrial Relations in

India and while interacting with colleagues from this field, I was motivated to write
in depth where I could share my unique experiences. I am fortunate to have
experienced several incidents which may prove useful to those who are keen to make
their career in the field of Industrial Relations.

While teaching post graduate students, their understanding of the subject has
got elevated since I shared my real-time experiences with them. In fact, many of my
students from various institutions approached me and requested to have those
experiences documented which they could use as references to understand the
intricate ways of dealing fairly with the subject, human relations.

Incidentally, my grandfather was also motivated to write his autobiography. Of
course, I cannot compare myself to the extent of great social work he did for society
and the community. During my college days, when staying with him, I had
observed him sparing at least two hours every day away from his busy schedule to
write his autobiography. It was published in 1980 and has since inspired several
people and changed the life of a few.

Looking back, I was fortunate to get an opportunity to work in reputed Indian
firms where the Industrial Relations issues were quite complex and an immense source
of learning for me. I do strongly believe that as long as we have a democratic set-up
and a developing economy, the Industrial Relations front will remain very vibrant.

Today, the economy is growing fast and considerable foreign direct
investments are coming to India. With greater thrust on the ‘Make in India’ mantra,
this in turn, would lead to a host of challenges for all who are stakeholders in the
industry and, especially, this profession. Consequently, the challenges for HR and
IR will get more complex and will evolve continuously. We are also beginning to
witness more and more women entering the field of “employee relations” or
“industrial relations” and women workers engaged at the shop floor levels too –
evolving a new work culture as well.

I am hopeful that this book in many ways will enlighten the young generation
and kindle an interest to pursue IR as a career option which, alas, today is dwindling.
Hence, grooming future IR leaders with the passion to make a difference, gives me
immense satisfaction.

Sattish Ghogre
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I Asked God….
“I asked God for strength,

and he gave me troubles and increased my strength,

I asked God for courage,

and he tested my courage by putting me through danger,

I asked God for love,

and he guided me to help out those in difficulty,

I asked God for his blessings,

and he gave me opportunities,

I asked God for intelligence,

and he created problems for me to solve,

I asked God for patience,

and he tested my patience,

I never got what I wanted,

but I got in abundance what I needed,

God heard my prayers.”

This prayer, on my desk, has encouraged and always given me immense strength to
face various odds.



Chapter One

Whose Voice Prevails?

It was the 12th of January in the year 2000 when we arrived at Kalanagar.
This artists’ colony in Bandra (East) is the serene setting of “Matoshree”, the
famed lair of the extra-constitutional powerhouse of Maharashtra’s polity,
residence of respected Balasaheb Thackeray, the Shiv Sena supremo. The BJP-
Shiv Sena - led coalition had just been voted out of power in 1999. But, as soon
as we entered Kalanagar, we were left in no doubt that Balasaheb’s aura,
influence and hold on the State’s psyche was independent of whether his Party
was in power or not.

We, the Senior Management of Mahindra & Mahindra, were summoned by
“Matoshree” since the Bharatiya Kamgar Sena, the Union operating in our
Company’s Farm Division had called for a strike the previous day. The Bharatiya
Kamgar Sena was the trade Union wing of the regional political party, the Shiv
Sena and thus Balasaheb, as founder of the Shiv Sena, was obviously the sole
decision maker of all issues pertaining to the BKS.

Honourable Balasaheb Thackeray set up the Shiv Sena with an avowed aim
to give voice to the injustice faced by Marathi sons of the soil (Bhumiputras).
Consequently, the Bhartiya Kamgar Sena came into existence in 1968 at a
function held at Nare Park, near Grant Road, Mumbai. Balasaheb chose to hand
over the reins of the BKS in the able hands of Dattaji Salvi, fondly and
colloquially, the mulukh maidan toph (cannon that would raze an entire town to
the ground) and having garnered experience as an industrial worker for 28 years,
was active in raising workers’ problems amidst the labour movement.

Within a short span, Dattaji, true to his aggressive character, stormed into
action and the BKS flag fluttered in many industrial units. The BKS entered
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Mahindra & Mahindra in 1969. In the initial period, and in an effort to shake up
the established communist party’s labour Unions and to increase their influence,
the BKS Labour Union indulged in many aggressive protests and succeeded in
attracting many workers to join the BKS. Many also joined it because of the
combative tactics and hooliganism which was synonymous with the Sena those
days. Because of this, not only senior officials and managers, but also owner
industrialists of many organisations were wary of the wrath of the Shiv Sena
sponsored BKS Union leaders. The situation at M&M was no different.

When I joined M&M in 1996, just like any other Company the battle lines
between Management and the trade Unions were already drawn, but in our case
the dice seemed to be loaded in favor of the BKS Union. Under the pretext of
labour rights, their wellbeing, their gains, the labour Union leaders were running
amok in the Company. The Union leaders ran roughshod over the Management
defying the rules and discipline of the company. Bowing to their aggressive
nature and anxious to project a modicum of normalcy so that production was
not disrupted, senior officials would appease the Union leaders in the matter of
“time-off” facilities, as an ego issue ensued. The Union committee united and
gave an abrupt call for a ‘strike’. Against this backdrop, the Union declared a
sudden strike on 11th January, 2000 which commenced at 5:00 pm and within a
day came the summons from “Matoshree”.

The veteran senior officials of M&M were naturally tense. For this meeting,
however, we were accompanied by the Head of the Mahindra Group,
Mr. Anand Mahindra himself, which was a huge morale-boost. Before leaving for
the meeting, Mr. Mahindra briefed us and shared that he and Balasaheb share a
good personal equation. He said, “Even if he reacts harshly we should not
retaliate … let’s hear him out. I will apprise him and try to keep him away from
this matter. Once he is away from this, it will be easier for us to discuss the matter
further with others.” Accordingly, we entered Kalanagar with due apprehension.

Our vehicles were halted from proceeding further at the primary police post.
“Who are you?”, “Whom do you want to meet in “Matoshree?”, “Do you have
an appointment?” After this intense probing, the security detail cross-checked
our credentials (names and other details) by making an internal call to verify
with “Matoshree”. Having got the green signal, our convoy was allowed to enter.
We had to leave our vehicles behind at a specific distance, at a point where
visitors’ vehicles were restricted from approaching any closer to the residence.
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The remaining distance was traversed on foot. We were let in after another
security check, through a metal detector and, finally, a pat-down frisking to
finally reach the meeting room. This ordeal of the “Z”-security routine rattled
our nerves further.

We entered the room to find ex-CM, Manohar Joshi, ex-Labour Minister,
Sabir Shaikh, Union President, Ramakant More, Gen. Secretary, Krishnakant
Kondalkar and the BKS Union office-bearers Kiran Pawaskar, Vinod Ghosalkar
who were already present. The presence of Shiv Sena and labour union seniors
indicated how seriously Balasaheb was treating this meeting and the ‘strike’ at
the Mahindra factory. Mr. Davasia and Mr. Anand Mahindra took the empty
seats. I was relatively new in M&M and also the main target of this meeting. So, I
discreetly settled in a corner to avoid the limelight. We were updated that
Balasaheb had gone for his eye-checkup and would be joining us any moment.
Almost immediately after we settled in, Balasaheb entered along with his son,
Uddhavji. The atmosphere in the room turned riveting and everybody stood up
as if commanded by some unseen power. Accepting the signature ‘Jai
Maharashtra’ greeting, Balasaheb settled himself in his famed throne-like seat.
While doing so, he acknowledged Mr. Anand Mahindra and turning towards him
asked, “Anand, what is going on in your Company? What am I getting to hear?
And, who is this Ghagare or Ghogre who is troubling my workers? Is he here?”

Upon hearing this, I stood up reflexively and looking straight into his eyes
replied, “Yes Saheb! I am the one. My name is Ghogre, not Ghagare”. A
palpable silence filled the room. I could sense the other Shiv Sena Leaders
giving me a look that conveyed, “Who is this person who has dared to speak in
this manner with Balasaheb?” While the Union leaders looked convinced that
now I would not be spared from Balasaheb’s wrath, the latter with a penetrating
look, asked me to take my seat. At that moment, Mr. Anand Mahindra
intervened, “Balasaheb, Ghogre is not to be blamed for what has happened. He
is just following my orders. Saheb, the agreement which we had signed in 1993,
is not being honored by your people. On one hand the production targets are
not being met, while on the other hand the market conditions are not good,
either. In this situation, if the workers don’t cooperate, I will be forced to move
the plant like other automobile companies out of Mumbai or, shut it down.”

Upon hearing these words spoken firmly by Anandji, Balasaheb
contemplated for a moment and abruptly rising from his seat said, “All right. You
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discuss this with Uddhavji and arrive at a decision.” Balasaheb went out of the
room and the atmosphere lightened up a little. Then Anandji proceeded to
narrate the entire scenario to Uddhavji. Once he heard him out, Uddhavji astutely
realised that this strike was nothing more than an ego issue on the part of some of
the Union leaders. Finally, it was decided that since it had been barely a day away
from the commencement of the strike, it would be better to maintain the status
quo and further action should be decided by taking stock of the overall situation
after a few days. The meeting soon concluded. Once we were out, Anandji
appreciated me for handling the situation with strength of character. He also
stressed that considering the gravity of the situation, I should be careful and asked
Mr. Davasia to take proper measures with regard to my security.

Meanwhile, at the Plant in Kandivali, the Union office-bearers and all
workers were expectantly awaiting the outcome of this meeting. They were
confident that since the matter had gone up to “Matoshree”, all their demands
would be fulfilled unconditionally. The basis of this assumption was the 1977
strike by the same Bharatiya Kamgar Sena. They had called for a strike in M&M
on the issue of bonus on 17th November, 1977 and as a counter-action, the
M&M Management had declared a ‘lockout which lasted for nearly 40 days up
to 25th December. Following this, the Senior Management was summoned by
“Matoshree” and Shri. Balasaheb Thackeray found a solution to this problem in
his own way. Not only did the Company have to accept all demands of the
workers but it also had to compensate them with 40 days of salary as an ex-gratia,
for the entire duration of the strike.

Owing to this setback (effectively, an ignominy) following that ‘strike’, the
company officials, in like manner, lost confidence. Prior to this, the Management
had a firm control over the Organisation, discipline and behaviour of workers.
But in the aftermath of the strike of 1977, the Union asserted an upper hand. For
every minor decision then, be it a worker’s transfer, promotion or festive
celebrations in the Company, the Management had to take approval from the
Union. Even when the senior managers faced any operational issues or wanted to
make any changes on the shop-floor, they had to take the matter to the Union
office and discuss it with the office-bearers and obtain their consent. In those days,
the Union President and Gen. Secretary were more powerful than even the senior
Company officials. In short, there was high degree of Union interference in
Management affairs. Naturally, not just the Union office-bearers, but even the
common workers behaved rudely with company supervisors and officers. As a
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result, the overall shop-floor indiscipline sank to new depths, while the morale of
officers nosedived.

After my successful stint with ‘Godrej’ spanning thirteen years and spending
an overall nineteen years in this field, I had joined as a Gen. Manager, Industrial
Relations in Mahindra & Mahindra’s Farm Equipment Sector on 2nd August,
1996. During that time, the relations between workers and Management were
not very harmonious or cordial. My predecessors had served very short stints here.
In all the matters and agreements between the Management and Union, the latter
always held the aces. Apart from the Union President and Gen. Secretary who
wielded power, the Union had different committees – negotiation committee,
unit committee, canteen union committee, co-operative society committee, co-
operative canteen committee and P.F.(Provident Fund) committee.

Around forty to fifty workers, including some ex-Union office bearers who
headed these committees, would yet avail this “time-off” facility. Time-off for
them was an excuse; under the pretext of Union work, they could spend this
time away from their work-station and relax. Apart from them, those who held
the Shiv Sena party’s own local zone-posts, like, shakha pramukh, vibhag pramukh,
sub-vibhag pramukh and even workers who were affiliated to some other political
party, too, behaved like a privileged class in the company and took time-off.
Thus, “time-off” meant that irrespective of one’s physical whereabouts and
absence in the department, he is entitled for the day’s wage provided that person
is not working at his designated job. However, there was no question of
interfering with this routine, since it had become established as an accepted
practice, over a span of time.

A three-yearly wage agreement was signed in the year 1993, which was a
historic settlement based on mutual trust and was signed in the auspicious
presence of Shri. Balasaheb Thackeray and Shri. Anand Mahindra. It was an
agreement based on mere trust and no production norms were fixed. It was
required that the workers should give production output as per the requirement
put forth by Management based on the market demand. But, this was not being
followed by the workers in the true spirit and the Union, too, did not exert its
influence, leaving it to Management to enforce the same. The Union failed to
fulfill its half of the promise.
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The Union leaders would often call for spontaneous and frequent stoppage of work on
the shop-floor for trivial and unwarranted reasons.

Finally, after much persuasion, the Union and management came up with
an alternative concept of ‘overtime’. Once again the Union had managed to score
one above management and the workers were riding cloud nine! As a
consequence, the same amount of output which the workers were expected to
give during their regular working hours was now traded-off by the granting of
extra time, besides more money being paid, based on the revised increase in the
wage rate.

This resulted in a drastic change in the attitude of the workers, who
became more aggressive. They started calling for frequent work stoppage for
trivial reasons, such as, tea being served late at the work stations, or that it
happened to be tepid or cold, or the water-cooler did not chill the drinking
water sufficiently, etc.

No one dared to curb this unacceptable behavior. At times, the workers
used to work for barely two to three hours a day in the company and then while
away the remainder time. If the supervisor attempted to draw their attention, an
argument would ensue. Due to this ‘concept’ of overtime, the company was
burdened with needless higher costs resulting in huge amounts on overtime
payment running into crores of rupees, while the desired production output was
not reached. With this increasingly intractable behavior of the Union, the shop-
floor supervisors and management were losing heart and confidence. A few
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supervisors and managers did try to intervene by taking action against some
unruly workers. but the seniors didn’t support them fearing that would trigger a
Union dispute, rendering a further loss in production. As a result, the workers
became more aggressive and arrogant, while the supervisors got disheartened
and demoralized.

At M&M, there was always an unspoken and cold war between the
Industrial Relations Manager and the workers. In a manner similar to that of
school or college students, who try and pressurize a new teacher, the workers
and Union committee members tried to exert pressure on the newly appointed
Industrial Relation Manager and draw him into some inconsequential issue to
demoralize him. Thus, whenever a new personnel manager was recruited,
worker-related issues invariably came to the fore, the situation being deliberately
blown out of proportion or twisted by the Union to serve their ends. The
objective behind these issues was to psychologically break the confidence of the
new Industrial Relations Manager, frighten him and bring him either, under the
influence of the Union or make him resign from the job. Even though I was also
not spared this treatment, when I joined Mahindras’, I was unaffected by the
same and proved to be a step ahead.

ABOUT TURN; FORWARD MARCH, …

It had been a short while since joining Mahindras’. Early one morning, no
sooner than I had reported to work, there was a ‘phone-call from the Head of
the Tractor Performance Unit. Mr. Godkar informed that during the first-shift,
the road test operator had driven out a freshly assembled tractor for road-test
and had barely driven it over a short distance when, all of a sudden, one of its
front wheels came off and the vehicle overturned on its side. Luckily, being
driven at a moderate speed, the operator promptly applied brakes and jumped
off, thereby avoiding a major mishap. This news spread like wildfire across the
Plant and all the workers from tractor assembly stopped their respective work in
protest, as per their now standard practice. Our supervisors tried to convince the
workers and pacify them, but they were in no mood to listen.

When the workers refused to pay heed even after being spoken with for an
extended interval, the issue escalated to reach the performance unit head and he
was requested to come down and persuade the workers. By the time the PU
Head, Mr. Godkar reached the scene and interacted with the workers, the Union
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committee members reached the spot. On their arrival, they ‘pulled-up’ the
supervisor and the PU head and demanded that the new Industrial Relations
GM should be summoned to see how workers worked in precariously dangerous
and hazardous conditions. They took a stand that until I, in person, inspected
this site and promised to improve their safety, the workers would not resume
work. When he (Godkar) saw that the committee members of the Union were in
no mood to listen, he eventually called and requested me to come over and
pacify them, adding that this was the practice followed.

Upon hearing him out, I realized that whatsoever I decided to do, it would
be setting a wrong precedent. If, at that moment, I had succumbed to their
pressure, then in future too I would have to submit to them on every subsequent
occasion. So I told the PU Head that there was no point in my coming over to
the spot and advised, “In this situation, we should initiate an enquiry against the
worker who was responsible for fitting the wheel on the tractor in question, as it
was his sheer negligence. You need to find out if the worker did his job properly
or not, and send me a detailed report. I will take action against him for gross
negligence on his part”. Mr. Godkar agreed with my point, but in those days the
Union’s clout was so strong that even if their petty demand was not accepted,
they would immediately halt work. However, if the Union’s demand was
accepted this time, I realized that this was a trap laid out for me, hoping I’d fail
and thus lose face.

This was a defining moment for me to turn the tables to beat them at their
own game. Mr. Godkar was also asked to pass on a message to the Union
committee members that I had taken serious cognizance of the negligence of the
said worker and would definitely initiate strict action against the erring worker and
also against all other workers who had stopped work. Consequently, they would
lose their wages under the principle of ‘No Work – No Pay’. He did as directed.

The Union committee members who were relaxed till then, expecting the
new Industrial Relations GM would come (‘running’ at their beck and call) as
they were prepared to give him a rough time, were in for a rather rude shock.
The atmosphere turned somber. Right till that moment, they were awaiting an
opportunity to denigrate me to make me look like a fool. Their anticipated joy
was now replaced with worry, since the worker, who was in the dock for casual
approach to duty, was one of their own. Their anxiety grew over the impending
action against him and how to go about saving him. The pressure mounted on
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them. In the past, they had not encountered a Manager who would take them
head-on. This was only the ‘first blow’. They conferred amongst themselves and
chose to, one by one, sneak away from the spot. In all probability, their senior
colleagues in the Union office were taking stock of how the situation was
unfolding. During an IR crisis, workers or the Union place the ‘chinta–chakra’
(monkey) on your shoulder. One must avoid this and must act swiftly to throw
that ‘chinta–chakra’ on their shoulders. I followed this technique here.

These office bearers of the Union would have informed the workers about
this new manager, who had beaten them at their own game and had proved to
be smarter and sharper than they were. After some time they returned to the
spot and directed the assembled workers to go back and resume their work and
requested the PU head that the operator should be spared of the disciplinary
action. The PU head sensed that the game had changed and as per my directions
took a firm stand that the said action would be taken. The Union members
realized that they had fallen in their own trap and repeatedly kept pleading about
sparing the worker.

The PU Head called me again and informed me that all workers were back
to work and shared the request made by the Union. In return, when I asked Mr.
Godkar his opinion about what should be done, he expressed that there was no
point in stretching things too far. So I replied, “Fine. I will not take any action.
But, the workers should compensate for the time they have wasted by stalling
work and production during this interval and henceforth they should ensure that
work is not brought to a halt in this manner”. In a short while, I again received a
call from the PU Head telling me that the Union committee members had
accepted all the conditions and he heartily congratulated me for handling the
situation adeptly.

Thus, the workers and Union members got a taste of my working style and
realized that I was unlike my predecessors till date, being not one who would
succumb to their pressure easily. In fact, I was pleasantly surprised when
I received a call after sometime from one of the workers who preferred to remain
anonymous. He congratulated me and shared that the workers and Union were
used to exerting pressure over the management in this manner over trivial issues
and that they deserved someone who could deal with them from a position of
strength. My confidence doubled with this call and made me more certain that
I was on the right track.
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It was obvious that the Union would not take it lying down, based on just
one incident and they would try to test how strong was my resolve. One
afternoon, I received a call from the Gen. Secretary of the Union. With a hint of
sarcasm in his voice he told me, “A group of workers have come to us in a
morcha (an organized march) regarding some transport issue and I am sending
them over to you”. I gave my approval and assured him that I would look into
the matter. Shortly, a group of ten to twelve workers rushed inside my cabin
shouting. These were followed by another ten or fifteen, who were jostling each
other to enter. I was taken by surprise on seeing their number, but immediately
gauged that this was yet another ploy by the Union to test me.

Even though everyone was standing, there was not enough space in my
cabin to accommodate all. So, rising from my chair I enquired, “What’s the
matter?” Hearing this, all started speaking again, and, in the uproar amid all the
commotion the only issue I was able to discern was their grievance against the
bus contractor. But, it was still unclear as to what exactly they had to state.
Perhaps, they were deliberately trying to confuse me. I let them vent their steam
and, as their voices subsided gradually I asked, “What exactly is the matter?”
Upon this the commotion started all over again and their voices rose! Having had
enough of this, I decided to take charge of the situation and raised my voice and
commanded, “Stop this commotion at once ! Only one person will speak at a
time. We are here to sort out your problem, but if you all speak simultaneously,
I’m unable to understand anything. So, don’t be noisy unnecessarily”. On hearing
my clearly formidable tone, they realized that I was neither distraught nor under
pressure. When they settled down, I asked one of them, who appeared to display
somewhat more sense than the others, about the specific nature of the problem.
When he started speaking, a few of them again butted-in, so I again rebuked
them saying that they should remain quiet and let that individual continue.

The worker was complaining about the delay they had to face owing to the
bus (on Company’s contract) having reached late at the Kandivali railway station.
Since the bus arrived late, they reached late for work and, hence, were marked
late. When he finished talking, I asked another worker to speak and he repeated
the story. With utmost patience I heard out another three workers and then
pointed out that they all seemed to share the same complaint and suggested that
there was no need for all of them to stay. Apart from eight or ten workers, I
asked the rest of them to report back to their place of work since they already
had got delayed.
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I also assured them that by the end of the day, I would sort out this
problem, applying the “quality circle” problem-solving method. I stated this with
utmost confidence and conviction, which put the workers in a fix about what to
do next. They had expected that I would get ruffled owing to their ruckus and
probably would retaliate with angry words which they could then use against me.
But, since I had handled the situation patiently yet firmly, they were in a fix.
They held a muted conversation amongst themselves and those who had come in
just to create trouble left, while the more sensible ones stayed back. Then I called
Mr. Pisat, one of my managers, asking him to make proper seating arrangements
for those who had stayed back, and inform their respective departments that
these workers would report back to work only after this issue was resolved.

Mr. Pisat of I. R. team advising the workers the on the modalities of the “quality circle”
approach to address the issue.

Left with no choice, the workers unwillingly went to the place where a
provision for seating was being made for them to discuss. They deliberated
amongst themselves and, within a short span of fifteen minutes, informed my
manager that their issue was resolved and they would also report likewise to the
Union office. After they left, my Manager told me that this entire episode had
been plotted by the senior Union leaders in an attempt to annoy and test me.
However, I had succeeded in foiling their second challenge, too. This episode
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once again proved to the workers and the Union that it was going to prove
difficult to hustle me.

The disruptive behavior of the workers extended beyond the scope of their
work. The Mahindras’ canteen provided the workers with breakfast, lunch/dinner
(vegetarian and non-vegetarian) and tea at a very minimal cost. Even eggs and
milk were subsidized by the Company. But, here too, a lot of wastage occurred
whereby, mainly due to their irresponsible attitude, sometimes even good edible
food that was cooked, had to be disposed off depending on their whims. To make
matters worse, the workers had a taste for oily and spicy food. This affected their
health. I noticed many workers were already suffering from hypertension (high
blood pressure) and heart ailments. The Company had to shell out hefty amounts
in settling their medical and hospitalization expenses. I was extremely upset with
their general attitude, apart from the fact that food was being wasted.

The Union negotiation committee members were frustrated due their failed
attempts and it seemed as if they had resolved to be a perennial source of
irritation. As a result, I was extra cautious in my day-to-day activities, too. One
afternoon, around fifteen to twenty workers and a few staff members,
accompanied by the staff Union committee members, entered my cabin with
their unconsumed “thalis” (meal-platter) in hand. They were noisy, complaining
about the quality of food served in the canteen. Their main complaint was the
half-cooked rice in their “thalis”. After hearing them out, I personally checked
the rice from a couple of plates and realised that their complaint was valid and
the rice was indeed half-cooked. I promptly ‘phoned the canteen supervisor and
sought an explanation. Then, I turned my attention back to the annoyed horde
and asked them about what was to be done with the half-cooked rice. Whether
they wanted it replaced with a fresh batch ? Or, were they ready to eat it the way
it was ? Or, was it to be discarded along with garbage?

There was a clear purpose in offering them these three alternatives since an
idea had already formulated in back of my mind and I had thought this out. As was
expected, they chose the third option over the first two choices and wanted the
entire cooked rice to be thrown in the garbage and replaced by freshly cooked rice.
I was waiting for this opportunity and then proceeded to ask them pertinently that,
if this situation had occurred in their homes, what would they do? They failed to
see my ploy and again a commotion broke out with most of them vehemently
denying the possibility of such a situation ever taking place at home and, further,
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how erroneous a comparison it was. But, some being sensible when I pointedly
stared at them, accepted that if such a situation arose at home, although reluctant
they would still go ahead and eat the similarly prepared rice whilst adversely
commenting on its preparation.

On having extracted the desired response, I immediately said, “How fair is
this? On one hand we say ‘Anna He Purnabrahma’ (Food is God) while, on the
other hand, we are wasting it”. I further went on to narrate how many people
across the world lived in abject poverty and daily subsistence, often deprived of
the privilege of even rice of this debatable quality. By then they had begun to
realise that I was talking sense and had settled down to give me a patient hearing.
I shared with them the condition of workers in the Thane-Belapur belt. The
workers in this belt were once thriving and financially well-off. But they got into
the habit of constantly whining and complaining about the canteen food, which
was often wasted to the extent that it had to be literally disposed-off in the drain.
And, the consequences?

By now, the workers were hooked and were listening intently to what I was
narrating. So, I further shared, “Owing to their arrogant behavior, the plants
were either shifted to some other location, or closed down entirely. The workers
were forced to either opt for VRS (voluntary retirement scheme), or they lost
their jobs altogether, while others got mired in litigation and were yet to receive
their rightful dues. So, how did all this happen ? It was because of insulting food,
which we consider as God, that they lost their jobs. As of today, their families
lead a life of deprivation. Anyway, I don’t want to preach anymore. As you have
taken the decision of throwing away the half-cooked rice, I felt it was my duty to
share with you about what happens to those who disrespect food in this manner.
I know you are quite sensible enough and would take a right decision, so please
disperse now”.

They became subdued on hearing me. I instructed the supervisor who was
present there to follow whatever the workers asked him to do. If they wanted to
throw away the half-cooked rice and cook a fresh batch, then that’s what he was
supposed to do. Once all the workers left my cabin along with the supervisor, I
sent Mr. Pisat to check what they did next. He reported back saying that on their
way to the canteen they discussed the matter amongst themselves and finally
asked the canteen supervisor to not throw away this half-cooked rice. They had
decided to consume it. The canteen supervisor called me and recounted the same,
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adding that the workers had given a heartening response. I commended the
decision taken by the workers and asked him to come and visit me along with
the staff Union leader later.

When they both came over, I wholeheartedly thanked the Union Leader
over their decision. What he replied has stayed with me till now. He said, “Till
now whenever we registered any complaint, the managers acted upon it as per
our wish, but no one had ever taken any efforts and pains to show us whether we
were right, or wrong. What you shared with us was not just to prove your point,
but you gave us a new outlook towards life and for which we are grateful to
you”. I assured both of them that henceforth I would myself ensure that the
canteen supervisor checks the quality of the cooked food before serving.

Additionally, a daily register would be maintained in which the supervisor
and one canteen representative would write their comments after tasting the
cooked dishes and the food would be served to the workers only after it was
approved by them. I introduced a register in which the daily wastage could be
noted with the objective of bringing wastage down to zero. I assured them that I
would also visit the canteen to avail my lunch there, instead of the officer’s mess.
The Union leader was impressed with my solution and, once again, apologised
for the incident and left after thanking me. Consequent to this third face-off, one
important point got established. The workers were finally convinced that I was
working for their wellbeing and their resistance towards me, as well as their urge
to stir up trouble and create problems, gradually dissipated.

While on this topic, I must mention that we had provided a very good
office space with proper infrastructure in the company premises to the Union
with separate cabins for the Gen. Secretary and their President. All negotiation
committee members and a few ‘time-off’ leaders also used to have one common
hall to sit. They used to spend a lot of time, at the cost of the Company, in
planning various welfare programs for the workers to gain mass popularity or
strategising ways to trap or harass the Management. At times, they would
summon the concerned manager over to discuss departmental issues and
questioned or grilled him. This proved torturous for some individuals, who
tended to lose their confidence and morale and, some, as a result had even
resigned from the company.

Young managers approached me and shared that they were so badly
humiliated by the Union committee members and workers that, at times, they
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even sought a respite in the washroom to weep. All this humiliation was
happening in the presence of their department workers, which added further to
the loss of face. It became apparent that these facilities were being grossly
misused in this manner. As a matter of fact, there is no such provision in the law
to provide this sort of space and, even I, personally, am not in favour of
extending such facilities to the Union. At ‘Godrej’, too, the Union kept
demanding such facilities by citing the example of Mahindras’, but we stood our
ground firmly and refrained from making any such provision for them. Instead
we gave them the option of booking a meeting room on request, as and when
the need arose.

It was under these circumstances that the three-yearly elections of the
Mahindras’ Union took place in 1996. These elections were a blessing in disguise
for the company. Because, apart from the management, this brash attitude of
workers, particularly the Union committee members, did not go down well with
some of the sensible individuals among the workers. They were against many of
the stances adopted by the Union. They were aware that along with safeguarding
the workers’ wellbeing, the Union should be considerate of the company’s needs,
too; else, a day could dawn when, unable to cope with the extravagant demands
of workers, the management might end up taking strong steps. These like-minded
people united and succeeded in changing the power game at the Union elections.

The person who was most elated with this change in the power game was
our President, Mr. Davasia. He summoned me and asked me to utilise this
opportunity to create a healthy environment in the Company. The newly elected
Union President, Mr. Landge, Gen. Secretary, Prakash Mahadik, his lieutenants
Prakash Dalvi, Bhau Kadam, and Dilip Kothawale, Taishetye, Kapdekar were all
positively oriented people. I was hopeful that I would be able to hold an open
discussion with them and finally set right further issues in the Organisation. Of
course, this committee was no exception and had a few argumentative persons
like Varadkar, Jayant Raut, Prakash Sawant and Guru Parab, but nonetheless the
overall outlook of this committee was definitely different.

Our President, Mr. Davasia had envisioned the transforming of the Tractor
Division into the world’s largest tractor manufacturing outfit. It was not easy to
achieve this objective. This called for superlative work efficiency and perfection
in the overall working of the company. Considering the prevailing work culture,
it meant not only changing the attitude of workers but also changing their
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overall thinking and approach towards work. Luckily, the newly elected Union
committee was on the same page regarding this. With their help, we started
training the Union committee members first, followed by the workers and held
dialogues with them over bringing about a positive change in the work culture.

While doing this, we took a tactical call and kept away from the internal
Union politics. The newly elected committee members wanted to settle scores
with the erstwhile members and wanted to impress the management, too. So
they were looking out for any opportunity to get even with the previous
committee members. Had we got involved in their politics, it would have
definitely adversely affected the working of the company. We focused on our
primary aim, without allowing ourselves to be sidetracked by any of their
activities. With an objective to change the mind-set of workers we started the
first outbound training initiative and named it as ‘Ashwamedh’ (journey towards
success). Of course, the entire Union committee had undergone this two-day
module at one of the nearby resorts, where their senior leaders were present for
the inauguration.

Union committee members with the BKS Gen. Secretry, Krishnakant Kondalekar,
Mr. Bhosale, Mr. Ghogre and Mr. Sarwate with the others.

The next priority was to stop the ritual of “OT” (overtime). The long-term
agreement with workers was pending since 1996.
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